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Abstract—Due to the expanding prominence of distributed computing, an ever increasing number of
information proprietors are persuaded to outsource their information to cloud servers for extraordinary
accommodation and lessened cost in information administration. In any case, delicate information ought
to be scrambled before outsourcing for security necessities, which obsoletes information usage like
catchphrase based report recovery. In this paper, we display a protected multi-catchphrase positioned
seek plot over scrambled cloud information, which all the while bolsters dynamic refresh operations like
erasure and inclusion of records. In particular, the vector space display and the broadly utilized TF×IDF
model are joined in the record development and question era. We develop an extraordinary tree-based
record structure and propose an "Insatiable Depth-first Search" calculation to give proficient multi-
catchphrase positioned seek. The safe kNN calculation is used to encode the file and inquiry vectors, and in
the mean time guarantee precise significance score computation between scrambled list and question
vectors. With a specific end goal to oppose measurable assaults, ghost terms are added to the file vector
for blinding query items . Because of the utilization of our uncommon tree-based file structure, the
proposed plan can accomplish sub-direct pursuit time and manage the erasure and addition of archives
adaptably. Broad tests are led to exhibit the productivity of the proposed plot.

Index Terms—Searchable Encryption; Multi-Catchphrase Positioned Look; Dynamic Refresh; Distributed
Computing;

I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed computing has been considered as
another model of big business IT framework,
which can sort out tremendous asset of registering,
stockpiling and applications, and empower clients
to appreciate universal, advantageous and on-
request organize access to a common pool of
configurable processing assets with extraordinary
productivity and insignificant monetary overhead.
Pulled in by these engaging elements, both people
and endeavors are persuaded to outsource their
information to the cloud, rather than buying
programming and equipment to deal with the
information themselves.

In spite of the different favorable circumstances of
cloud administrations, outsourcing delicate data,
(for example, messages, individual wellbeing
records, organization fund information,
government archives, and so on.) to remote servers
brings protection concerns. The cloud specialist
organizations (CSPs) that keep the information for
clients may get to clients’ delicate data without
approval. A general way to deal with ensure the
information secrecy is to encode the information
before outsourcing. Be that as it may, this will
bring about an enormous cost regarding
information ease of use. For instance, the current
procedures on watchword based data recovery,
which are broadly utilized on the plaintext
information, can’t be straightforwardly connected
on the encoded information. Downloading every
one of the information from the cloud and decode
locally is clearly unreasonable.

Keeping in mind the end goal to address the above
issue, analysts have outlined some universally
useful arrangements with completely homomorphic
encryption or careless RAMs. In any case, these
techniques are not commonsense because of their
high computational overhead for both the cloud
disjoin and client. Despite what might be expected,
more pragmatic specialpurpose arrangements, for
example, searchable encryption (SE) plans have
made particular commitments as far as
productivity, usefulness and security. Searchable
encryption plans empower the customer to store the
encoded information to the cloud and execute
catchphrase seek over ciphertext space. Up until
this point, bottomless works have been proposed
under various danger models to accomplish
different inquiry usefulness, for example, single
catchphrase pursuit, likeness look, multi-
This paper proposes a protected tree-based hunt conspiracy over the encoded cloud information, which bolsters multikeyword positioned inquiry and element operation on the report accumulation. In particular, the vector space demonstrate and the generally utilized “term recurrence (TF) × converse report recurrence (IDF)” model are consolidated in the record development and question era to give multikeyword positioned look. With a specific end goal to get high hunt productivity, we develop a tree-based list structure and propose a “Covetous Depth-first Search” calculation in light of this file tree. Because of the uncommon structure of our tree-based list, the proposed look plan can adaptably accomplish sub-direct hunt time and manage the erasure and addition of records. The safe KNN calculation is used to encode the list and inquiry vectors, and in the mean time guarantee exact pertinence score count between scrambled record and question vectors. To oppose distinctive assaults in various risk models, we build two secure hunt conspiracies: the essential element multi-watchword positioned look (BDMRS) plot in the known ciphertext display, and the upgraded dynamic multi-watchword positioned seek (EDMRS) conspiracy in the known foundation demonstrate. Our commitments are compressed as takes after:

1) We outline a searchable encryption plot that backings both the exact multi-watchword positioned seek and adaptable element operation on archive accumulation.

2) Due to the exceptional structure of our tree-based file, the hunt unpredictability of the proposed plan is on a very basic level kept to logarithmic. What's more, practically speaking, the proposed plan can accomplish higher inquiry effectiveness by executing our "Voracious Depth-first Search" calculation. In addition, parallel hunt can be adaptably performed to additionally diminish the time cost of inquiry process.

The indication of this paper is sorted out as takes after. Related work is talked about in Section 2, and Section 3 gives a short prologue to the framework demonstrate, danger display, the outline objectives, and the preliminaries. Segment 4 depicts the plans in detail. Area 5 shows the trials and execution examination. What's more, Section 6 covers the conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

Searchable encryption plans empower the customers to store the scrambled information to the cloud and execute watchword seek over ciphertext space. Because of various cryptography primitives, searchable encryption plans can be developed utilizing open key based cryptography or symmetric key based cryptography.

Melody et al. proposed the principal symmetric searchable encryption (SSE) plot, and the pursuit time of their plan is direct to the span of the information gathering. Goh proposed formal security definitions for SSE and composed a plan in view of Bloom channel. The pursuit time of Goh's plan is \( O(n) \), where \( n \) is the cardinality of the report accumulation. Curtmola et al. proposed two plans (SSE-1 and SSE-2) which accomplish the ideal hunt time. Their SSE-1 plan is secure against picked watchword assaults (CKA1) and SSE-2 is secure against versatile picked catchphrase assaults (CKA2).

These early works are single watchword boolean pursuit plans, which are exceptionally straightforward as far as usefulness. Subsequently, copious works have been proposed under various danger models to accomplish different inquiry usefulness, for example, single watchword pursuit, comparability seek multi-watchword boolean hunt positioned look and multi-watchword positioned seek and so on.

Multi-watchword boolean pursuit permits the clients to enter different inquiry watchwords to ask for reasonable records. Among these works, conjunctive catchphrase seek plots just give back the records that contain the greater part of the inquiry watchwords. Disjunctive watchword look plans give back the greater part of the reports that contain a subset of the inquiry catchphrases. Predicate seek plans are proposed to bolster both conjunctive and disjunctive pursuit. All these multikeyword seek plans recover query items in view of the presence of catchphrases, which can't give adequate outcome positioning usefulness.

Positioned hunt can empower snappy pursuit of the most pertinent information. Sending back just the top-k most significant records can adequately diminish arrange activity. Some early works have understood the positioned look utilizing request protecting strategies, however they are composed just for single catchphrase hunt. Cao et al. understood the principal protection safeguarding multi-watchword positioned seek conspiracy, in which records and questions are spoken to as vectors of word reference measure. With the
"facilitate coordinating", the archives are positioned by the quantity of coordinated question catchphrases. Be that as it may, Cao et al.'s plan does not consider the significance of the diverse catchphrases, and in this way is not sufficiently exact. Likewise, the pursuit productivity of the plan is direct with the cardinality of archive accumulation. Sun et al. [27] introduced a safe multi-watchword look plot that backings likeness based positioning. The creators developed a searchable record tree in light of vector space show and embraced cosine measure together with TF×IDF to give positioning outcomes. Seek calculation accomplishes superior to anything direct pursuit productivity however brings about exactness misfortune, proposed a protected multi-watchword seek technique which used neighborhood delicate hash (LSH) capacities to bunch the comparative archives. The LSH calculation is reasonable for comparable hunt however can't give correct positioning. In proposed a plan to manage secure multi-watchword positioned seek in a multi-proprietor demonstrate. In this plan, diverse information proprietors utilize distinctive mystery keys to encode their records and catchphrases while approved information clients can inquiry without knowing keys of these distinctive information proprietors. The creators proposed an "Added substance Order Preserving Function" to recover the most significant indexed lists. Be that as it may, these works don't bolster dynamic operations.For all intents and purposes, the information proprietor may need to refresh the record accumulation after he transfer the gathering to the cloud server. In this manner, the SE plans are relied upon to bolster the addition and cancellation of the records. There are likewise a few element searchable encryption plans. In the work of Song., the each report is considered as a grouping of settled length words, and is independently listed. This plan underpins direct refresh operations however with low productivity. Goh proposed a plan to produce a sub-record (Bloom channel) for each archive in view of catchphrases. At that point the dynamic operations can be effortlessly acknowledged through refreshing of a Bloom channel alongside the relating archive. Be that as it may, Goh's plan has straight inquiry time and experiences false positives. In 2012 developed a scrambled transformed record that can deal with element information effectively. Yet, this plan is extremely intricate to actualize. Consequently, as a change, Kamara et al. proposed another pursuit conspire in light of tree-based file, which can deal with element refresh on report information put away in leaf hubs. Nonetheless, their plan is outlined just for singlekeyword Boolean hunt. In Cash et al. exhibited an information structure for catchphrase/character tuple named "TSet". At that point, a record can be spoken to by a progression of autonomous T-Sets. In view of this structure, Cash et al. proposed an element searchable encryption plot. In their development, recently included tuples are put away in another database in the cloud, and erased tuples are recorded in a denial list. The last query output is accomplished through barring tuples in the denial list from the ones recovered from unique and recently included tuples. However, Cash et al.'s, dynamic pursuit conspire doesn't understand the multi-catchphrase positioned seek usefulness.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Notations and Preliminaries

- W – The lexicon, in particular, the arrangement of catchphrases, indicated as W = \{w1,w2,...,wm\}.
- m – The aggregate number of catchphrases in W.
- Wq – The subset of W, speaking to the catchphrases in the inquiry.
- F – The plaintext record gathering, indicated as an accumulation of n archives F = \{f1,f2,...,fn\}. Each report f in the accumulation can be considered as an arrangement of watchwords.
- n – The aggregate number of records in F.
- C – The scrambled record gathering put away in the cloud server, indicated as C = \{c1,c2,...,cn\}.
- T – The decoded type of list tree for the entire record gathering F.
- I – The searchable scrambled tree list created from T.
- Q – The inquiry vector for catchphrase set Wq.
- TD – The scrambled type of Q, which is named as trapdoor for the inquiry ask.
- Du – The record vector put away in tree hub u whose measurement equivalents to the cardinality of the word reference W. Take note of that the hub u can be either a leaf hub or an interior hub of the tree.
- Tu – The scrambled type of Du.

Vector Space Model and Relevance Score Function. Vector space show alongside TF×IDF lead is generally utilized as a part of plaintext data recovery, which effectively bolsters positioned multi-watchword look [34]. Here, the term recurrence (TF) is the quantity of times a given term (catchphrase) shows up inside an archive, and the reverse record recurrence (IDF) is gotten through isolating the cardinality of report.
accumulation by the quantity of archives containing the watchword. In the vector space display, each archive is indicated by a vector, whose components are the standardized TF estimations of catchphrases in this record. Each question is likewise meant as a vector Q, whose components are the standardized IDF estimations of inquiry catchphrases in the record accumulation. Actually, the lengths of both the TF vector and the IDF vector are equivalent to the aggregate number of watchwords, and the spot result of the TF vector Du and the IDF vector Q can be computed to evaluate the pertinence between the question and comparing archive. Taking after are the documentations utilized as a part of our pertinence assessment work:

- \( N_{wi} \) – The quantity of records containing watchword wi.
- \( TF_{f,wi} \) – The TF estimation of wi in record f.
- \( IDF_{f,wi} \) – The IDF estimation of wi in record f.
- \( IDC_{f,wi} \) – The standardized TF estimation of catchphrase wi put away in file vector Du.
- \( IDF_{wi} \) – The standardized IDF estimation of catchphrase wi in report gathering.

The importance assessment capacity is characterized as:

\[
RScore = D[j] = \max\{u.Pl \rightarrow D[i],u.Pr \rightarrow D[i]\}, i = 1,\ldots,m.
\]

The definite development procedure of the tree-based file is shown in Section 4, which is indicated as BuildIndexTree(F).

### The System and Threat Models

The framework display in this paper includes three unique elements: information proprietor, information client and cloud server, as delineated in Fig. 1.

Information proprietor has an accumulation of records \( F = \{f1,f2,\ldots,fn\} \) that he needs to outsource to the cloud server in scrambled frame while as yet keeping the capacity to look on them for powerful use. In our plan, the information proprietor firstly manufactures a safe searchable tree record I from report gathering F, and after that creates a scrambled archive accumulation C for F. Subsequently, the information proprietor outsources the scrambled accumulation C and the protected file I to the cloud server, and safely conveys the key data of trapdoor era (counting catchphrase IDF values) and record decoding to the approved information clients.

Also, the information proprietor is in charge of the refresh operation of his reports put away in the cloud server. While refreshing, the information proprietor creates the refresh data locally and sends it to the server.

Information clients are approved ones to get to the reports of information proprietor. With t inquiry watchwords, the approved client can create a trapdoor TD as indicated by hunt control systems to bring k scrambled reports from cloud server. At that point, the information client can unscramble the records with the common mystery key.

Cloud server stores the scrambled record accumulation C and the encoded searchable tree list I for information proprietor. After getting the trapdoor TD from the information client, the cloud...
server executes look over the record tree I, lastly gives back the relating accumulation of topk positioned encoded archives. Moreover, after getting the refresh data from the information proprietor, the server needs to refresh the list I and record accumulation C as per the got data.

The cloud server in the proposed plan is considered as "fair however inquisitive", which is utilized by heaps of takes a shot at secure cloud information seek. Specifically, the cloud server sincerely and accurately executes guidelines in the assigned convention. In the interim, it is interesting to surmise and dissect got information, which helps it obtain extra data. Contingent upon what data the cloud server knows, we receive the two risk models proposed by Cao.

Known Ciphertext Model. In this model, the cloud server just knows the scrambled record accumulation C, the searchable list tree I, and the hunt trapdoor TD presented by the approved client. That is to state, the cloud server can direct ciphertext-just assault (COA) in this model.

Known Background Model. Contrasted and known ciphertext demonstrate, the cloud server in this more grounded model is furnished with more learning, for example, the term recurrence (TF) insights of the report accumulation. This measurable data records what number of archives are there for each term recurrence of a particular catchphrase in the entire report gathering, as appeared in Fig. 2, which could be utilized as the catchphrase personality. Outfitted with such measurable data, the cloud server can lead TF factual assault to find or even recognize certain watchwords through examining histogram and esteem scope of the relating recurrence disseminations.

Design Goals

To empower secure, productive, precise and dynamic multikeyword positioned seek over outsourced encoded cloud

Fig. 3. An example of the tree-based index with the document collection $F = \{f|f= 1,...,6\}$ and cardinality of the dictionary $m = 4$. In the construction process of the tree index, we first generate leaf nodes from the documents. Then, the internal tree nodes are generated based on the leaf nodes. This figure also shows an example of search process, in which the query vector $Q$ is equal to $(0,0,92,0,0.38)$. In this example, we set the parameter $k = 3$ with the meaning that three documents will be returned to the user. According to the search algorithm, the search starts with the root node, and reaches the first leaf node $f_1$ through $r_{11}$ and $r_{22}$. The relevance score of $f_1$ to the query is 0.92. After that, the leaf nodes $f_1$ and $f_2$ are successively reached with the relevance scores 0.038 and 0.67. Next, the leaf node $f_1$ is reached with score 0.58 and replace $f_1$ in $RList$. Finally, the algorithm will try to search subtree rooted by $r_{12}$, and find that there are no reasonable results in this subtree because the relevance score of $r_{12}$ is 0.52, which is smaller than the smallest relevance score in $RList$.

information under the above models, our framework has the accompanying outline objectives.

Dynamic: The proposed plan is intended to give not just multi-watchword inquiry and precise outcome positioning, additionally dynamic refresh on report accumulations.

Look Efficiency: The plan means to accomplish sublinear seek productivity by investigating an uncommon tree-based list and a proficient hunt calculation.

Protection safeguarding: The plan is intended to keep the cloud server from taking in extra data about the record accumulation, the list tree, and the inquiry. The particular security prerequisites are abridged as takes after.

1) Index Confidentiality and Query Confidentiality: The fundamental plaintext data, incorporating catchphrases in the list and question, TF estimations of watchwords put away in the list,
and IDF estimations of inquiry watchwords, ought to be shielded from cloud server;

2) Trapdoor Unlinkability: The cloud server ought not have the capacity to figure out if two encoded inquiries (trapdoors) are produced from a similar pursuit ask;

3) Keyword Privacy: The cloud server couldn't recognize the particular catchphrase in question, record or archive gathering by examining the measurable data like term recurrence. Take note of that our proposed plan is not intended to ensure get to design, i.e., the grouping of returned records.

IV. THE PROPOSED SCHEMES

In this area, we firstly portray the decoded dynamic multi-watchword positioned look (UDMRS) plot which is built on the premise of vector space model and KBB tree. In view of the UDMRS conspire, two secure pursuit plans (BDMRS and EDMRS plans) are built against two risk models, separately.

4.1 Index Construction of UDMRS Scheme

In Section 3, we have quickly presented the KBB file tree structure, which helps us in presenting the file development. During the time spent list development, we first produce a tree hub for each archive in the accumulation. These hubs are the leaf hubs of the list tree. At that point, the interior tree hubs are created in light of these leaf hubs. The formal development procedure of the record is displayed in Algorithm 1. A case of our record tree is appeared in Fig. 3. Take note of that the list tree T worked here is a plaintext.

Taking after are a few documentations for Algorithm 1. Additionally, the information structure of the tree hub is characterized as (ID,D,Pr,FID), where the one of a kind personality ID for each tree hub is created through the capacity GenID().

- **CurrentNodeSet** – The arrangement of current preparing hubs which have no guardians. In the event that the quantity of hubs is even, the cardinality of the set is meant as \(2h(h \in \mathbb{Z}^+)\), else the cardinality is meant as \((2h + 1)\).

- **TempNodeSet** – The arrangement of the recently created hubs.

In the list, if Du[i] = 0 for an inside hub u, there is no less than one way from the hub u to some leaf, which shows a record containing the watchword wi. Furthermore, Du[i] dependably stores the greatest standardized TF estimation of wi among its tyke hubs. Along these lines, the conceivable biggest importance score of its youngsters can be effectively evaluated.

4.2 Search Process of UDMRS Scheme

The hunt procedure of the UDMRS plan is a recursive strategy upon the tree, named as “Ravenous Depthfirst Search (GDFS)” calculation. We build an outcome list meant as RLlist, whose component is characterized as (RScore,FID). Here, the RScore is the pertinence score of the report ifID to the inquiry, which is ascertained by Formula (1). The RLlist stores the k got to archives with the biggest significance scores to the inquiry. The components of the rundown are positioned in plunging request as indicated by the RScore, and will be refreshed auspicious amid the hunt procedure. Taking after are some different documentations, and the GDFS calculation is portrayed in Algorithm 2.

- **RScore(Du,Q)** – The capacity to figure the significance score for inquiry vector Q and record vector Du put away in hub u, which is characterized in Formula (1).

- **kthscore** – The littlest significance score in current RLlist, which is instated as 0.

- **hchild** – The kid hub of a tree hub with higher significance score.

**Calculation 1 BuildIndexTree(F)**

**Input:** the record accumulation \(F = \{f_1,f_2,...,f_n\}\) with the identifiers \(\text{FID} = \{\text{FID}|\text{FID} = 1,2,...,n\}\).

**Yield:** the list tree T

1: for each record ifID in F do
2: Construct a leaf hub u for ifID, with u.ID = GenID(), u.Pl = u.Pr = invalid, u.FID = FID, and
3: \(D[i] = \text{TFfIFID},\text{wi}\) for \(i = 1,...,m\);— 3: Insert u to CurrentNodeSet;
4: end for
5: while the quantity of hubs in CurrentNodeSet is bigger than 1 do
6: if the quantity of hubs in CurrentNodeSet is even, i.e. \(2h\) then
7: for each pair of nodes u’ and u” in CurrentNodeSet do
8: Generate a parent hub u for u’ and u”, with u.ID = GenID(), u.Pl = u’, u.Pr = u”, u.FID = 0 and \(D[i] = \max\{u’.D[i],u”.D[i]\}\) for every \(i = 1,...,m\);
9: Insert u to TempNodeSet;
10: end for
11: else
for each combine of hubs $u'$ and $u''$ of the previous $(2h - 2)$ hubs in CurrentNodeSet do
13: Generate a parent hub $u$ for $u'$ and $u''$;
14: Insert $u$ to TempNodeSet;
15: end for
16: Create a parent hub $u_1$ for the $(2h - 1)$-th and $2h$-th hub, and after that make a parent hub $u$ for $u_1$ and the $(2h + 1)$-th hub;
17: Insert $u$ to TempNodeSet;
18: end if
19: Replace CurrentNodeSet with TempNodeSet and afterward clear TempNodeSet;
20: end while
21: give back the main hub left in CurrentNodeSet, in particular, the foundation of file tree $T$;

Calculation 2 $GDFS(\text{IndexTreeNode } u)$
1: if the hub $u$ is not a leaf hub then
2: if $\text{RScore}(Du, Q) > k\text{thscore}$ then
3: $GDFS(u.\text{hchild});$
4: $GDFS(u.\text{lchild});$
5: else
6: return
7: end if
8: else
9: if $\text{RScore}(Du, Q) > k\text{thscore}$ then
10: Delete the component with the littlest importance score from $\text{RList}$;
11: Insert another component $(\text{RScore}(Du, Q), u.\text{FID})$ and sort every one of the components of $\text{RList}$;
12: end if
13: return
14: end if
15: \* $\text{lchild}$ – The kid hub of a tree hub with lower importance score.

Since the conceivable biggest pertinence score of records established by the hub $u$ can be anticipated, just a piece of the hubs in the tree are gotten to amid the pursuit procedure. Fig. 3 demonstrates a case of inquiry process with the archive accumulation $F = \{f[i]|i = 1, ..., 6\}$, cardinality of the word reference $m = 4$, and question vector $Q = (0.0, 0.92, 0.0, 0.38)$.

4.3 BDMRS Scheme

In view of the UDMRS plot, we develop the fundamental element multi-catchphrase positioned look (BDMRS) conspire by utilizing the safe kNN calculation [38]. The BDMRS plan is intended to accomplish the objective of privacy-preserving in the known ciphertext demonstrate, and the four calculations included are depicted as takes after:

• $\text{SK} \leftarrow \text{Setup}()$ Initially, the information proprietor produces the mystery scratch set $\text{SK}$, including 1) an arbitrarily created $m$-bit vector $S$ where $m$ is equivalent to the cardinality of word reference, and 2) two $(m \times m)$ invertible lattices $M_1$ and $M_2$. To be specific, $\text{SK} = \{S, M_1, M_2\}$.

• $I \leftarrow \text{GenIndex(F, SK)}$ First, the decoded record tree $T$ is based on $F$ by utilizing $T \leftarrow \text{BuildIndexTree(F)}$. Furthermore, the information proprietor creates two arbitrary vectors for list vector $Du$ in every hub $u$, as indicated by the mystery vector $S$. In particular, if $S[i] = 0$, $Du[i]$ and $Du''[i]$ will be set equivalent to $Du[i]$; if $S[i] = 1$, $Du'[i]$ and $Du''[i]$ will be set as two irregular values whose aggregate equivalents to $Du[i]$. At long last, the encoded record tree $I$ is constructed where the hub $u$ stores two scrambled list vectors

• $\text{TD} \leftarrow \text{GenTrapdoor(Wq, SK)}$ With catchphrase set $Wq$, the encoded inquiry vector $Q$ with length of $m$ is produced. On the off chance that $w_i \in Wq$, $Q[i]$ stores the standardized IDF estimation of $w_i$; else $Q[i]$ is set to 0. Likewise, the question vector $Q$ is part into two irregular vectors $Q'$ and $Q''$. The distinction is that if $S[i] = 0$, $Q'[i]$ and $Q''[i]$ are set to two irregular values whose aggregate equivalents to $Q[i]$; else $Q'[i]$ and $Q''[i]$ are set as the same as $Q[i]$. At long last, the calculation gives back the trapdoor $\text{TD} = \{M_1^{-1}Q', M_2^{-1}Q''\}$.

• $\text{RelevanceScore} \leftarrow \text{SRScore(Iu, TD)}$ With the trapdoor $\text{TD}$, the cloud server registers the significance score of hub $u$ in the list tree $I$ to the inquiry. Take note of that the significance score ascertained from encoded vectors is equivalent to that from decoded vectors as takes after: $\text{Iu} \cdot \text{TD} = (M_1Du')^T(M_1-1Q') + (M_2Du'')^T(M_2-1Q'')$

= $Du' \cdot Q' + Du'' \cdot Q''$

= $Du \cdot Q$

= $\text{RScore}(Du, Q)$

Security examination. We break down the BDMRS conspire as indicated by the three predefined protection necessities in the outline objectives:

1) Index Confidentiality and Query Confidentiality: In the proposed BDMRS plan, $\text{Iu}$
and TD are jumbled vectors, which implies the cloud server can't derive the first vectors Du and Q without the mystery key set SK. The mystery keys M1 and M2 are Gaussian arbitrary lattices. As indicated by [38], the aggressor (cloud server) of COA can't ascertain the lattices simply with ciphertext. Hence, the BDMRS plan is flexible against ciphertext-just assault (COA) and the list secrecy and the question classification are all around ensured.

2) Query Unlinkability: The trapdoor of inquiry vector is produced from an irregular part operation, which implies that a similar hunt solicitations will be changed into various question trapdoors, and hence the inquiry unlinkability is ensured. Be that as it may, the cloud server can interface a similar pursuit demands as per the same went to way and a similar significance scores.

3) Keyword Privacy: In this plan, the secrecy of the record and question are very much secured that the first vectors are kept from the cloud server. What's more, the inquiry procedure just presents internal item figuring of encoded vectors, which releases no data about a particular catchphrase. In this manner, the catchphrase security is ensured in the known ciphertext demonstrate. Be that as it may, in the known foundation display, the cloud server should have more learning, for example, the term recurrence insights of catchphrases. This measurement data can be imagined as a TF appropriation histogram which uncovers what number of records are there for each TF estimation of a particular catchphrase in the report gathering. At that point, because of the specificity of the TF dissemination histogram, similar to the diagram slant and esteem run, the cloud server could direct TF measurable assault to conclude/recognize watchwords [25], [24], [27]. In the most pessimistic scenario, when there is just a single catchphrase in the inquiry vector, i.e. the standardized IDF esteem for the watchword is 1, the last significance score circulation is precisely the standardized TF appropriation of this catchphrase, which is specifically presented to cloud server. Hence, the BDMRS conspire can't avoid TF measurable assault in the known foundation display.

4.4 EDMRS Scheme

The security investigation above demonstrates that the BDMRS plan can ensure the Index Confidentiality and Query Confidentiality in the known ciphertext display. Nonetheless, the cloud server can interface a similar hunt asks for by following way of went to hubs. What's more, in the known foundation demonstrate, it is feasible for the cloud server to recognize a catchphrase as the standardized TF dissemination of the watchword can be precisely acquired from the last ascertained significance scores. The essential driver is that the significance score figured from Iu and TD is precisely equivalent to that from Du and Q. A heuristic strategy to additionally enhance the security is to break such correct fairness. In this manner, we can acquaint some tunable irregularity with bother the pertinence score count. Likewise, to suit distinctive clients' inclinations for higher exact positioned results or better secured catchphrase protection, the arbitrariness are set flexible.

The improved EDMRS plan is practically the same as BDMRS plan aside from that:

- SK ← Setup() In this calculation, we set the mystery vector S as a m-bit vector, and set M1 and M2 are (m + m') × (m + m') invertible frameworks, where m' is the quantity of ghost terms.

- I ← GenIndex(F,SK) Before encoding the list vector Du, we extend the vector Du to be a (m+m'dimensional vector. Each amplified component Du[m+j], j = 1,...,m', is set as an arbitrary number ej.

- TD ← GenTrapdoor(Wq,SK) The question vector Q is reached out to be a (m + m')-dimensional vector. Among the augmented components, various m' components are haphazardly set as 1, and the rest are set as 0.

- RelevanceScore ← SRScore(Iu,TD) After the execution of significance assessment by cloud server, the last pertinence score for record vector Iu equivalents to Du · Q + Σεv, where v ∈ {j|Q[m+j] = 1}.

Security examination. The security of EDMRS plan is additionally examined by the three predefined protection necessities in the outline objectives:

1) Index Confidentiality and Query Confidentiality: Inherited from BDMRS plot, the EDMRS plan can secure file privacy and question secrecy in the known foundation demonstrate. Because of the usage of ghost terms, the secrecy is further upgraded as the change grids are harder to make sense of [38].

2) Query Unlinkability: By presenting the arbitrary esteem ε, a similar hunt solicitations will produce distinctive inquiry vectors and get diverse significance score circulations. In this way, the inquiry unlinkability is ensured better. In any case, since the proposed plan is not intended to secure get to design for productivity issues, the inspired cloud server can break down the comparability of indexed lists to judge whether the recovered outcomes originate from similar solicitations. In the proposed EDMRS conspire, the information client can control the level of unlinkability by changing the estimation of Σεv. This is an exchange off
amongst exactness and protection, which is controlled by the client.

3) **Keyword Privacy:** As is discussed in Section 4.3, the BDMRS scheme cannot resist TF statistical attack in the known background model, as the cloud server is able to deduce/identify keywords through analyzing the TF conveyance histogram. Along these lines, the EDMRS plan is intended to darken the TF conveyances of watchwords with the haphazardness of $\Sigma \epsilon_v$. Keeping in mind the end goal to boost the haphazardness of significance score disseminations, we have to get whatever number different $\Sigma \epsilon_v$ as could be allowed. Given that there are $\Sigma \epsilon_v$ unique decisions of $\epsilon$ for each list vector, the likelihood that two $\epsilon$ having a similar esteem is 1/2. In the EDMRS plot, the quantity of various $\epsilon_v$ is equivalent to $\sigma$, which comes to the, Consequently, considering, we set $m' = 2\omega$ and $m'' = \omega$ so that the quantity of different $\Sigma \epsilon_v$ is more noteworthy than 2. Consequently, there are no less than $2\omega$ sham components in each vector, and half of them should be haphazardly chosen to produce $\Sigma \epsilon_v$ in each question. Moreover, we set each $\epsilon_j$ to take after a similar uniform distributionAccording to as far as possible hypothesis, the $\mu'' = 2\delta, \mu' + \Sigma \delta \epsilon_v.$ takes after the ordinary circulation $N(\mu, \sigma$ ), where desire $\mu$ and standard deviation $\sigma$ can be ascertained as:

$$\begin{align*}
\mu'^2 &= \omega \mu'^2 \\
\sigma &= \omega \delta / 3.
\end{align*}$$

In the genuine application, we can set $\mu = 0$, and adjust the exactness and protection by conforming the fluctuation $\sigma$.

**Table 1: The change of keyword IDF values after updating in a collection with 5000 documents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword NO</th>
<th>Original IDF values</th>
<th>IDF values in the updated collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>After deleting 100 documents</td>
<td>After deleting 300 documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.03 32</td>
<td>3.025 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.25 81</td>
<td>3.258 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.76 16</td>
<td>3.758 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.89 34</td>
<td>3.892 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5) **Dynamic Update Operation of DMRS**

After inclusion or cancellation of a report, we have to refresh synchronously the record. Since the list of DMRS plan is composed as an adjusted double tree, the dynamic operation is completed by refreshing hubs in the list tree. Take note of that the report on record is only in light of archive recognizes, and no entrance to the substance of records is required. The particular procedure is displayed as takes after:

- calculation produces the refresh information $\{I's, ci\}$
  
  $\text{GenUpdateInfo(SK,Ts,updtype)}\{I'sThis,ci\}$

  which will be sent to the cloud server. With a specific end goal to diminish the correspondence overhead, the information proprietor stores a duplicate of decoded list tree. Here, the idea updtype $\in \{\text{Ins,Del}\}$ means either an inclusion or an erasure for the record $I_i$. The thought Ts means the set comprising of the tree hubs that should be changed amid the refresh. For instance, in the event that we need to erase the archive $f_4$ in Fig. 3, the subtree Ts incorporates an arrangement of hubs $\{r_22,r_11,r\}$.

  - If updtype is equivalent to Del, the information proprietor erases from the subtree the leaf hub that stores the report personality $i$ and updates the vector $D$ of different hubs in subtree Ts, in order to create the refreshed subtree $Ts'$. Specifically, if the erasure of the leaf hub breaks the adjust of the paired file tree, we supplant the erased hub with a fake hub whose vector is cushioned with 0 and document character is invalid. At that point, the information proprietor encodes the vectors put away in the subtree Ts’ with the key set SK to create scrambled subtree Is’, and set the yield ci as invalid.

  - If updtype is equivalent to Ins, the information proprietor creates a tree hub $u = (\text{GenID()},D,\text{null,\text{null,i}})$ for the archive fi, where $D[j] = TFfi,wi$ for $j = 1,...,m$. At that point, the information proprietor embeds this new hub into the subtree Ts as a leaf hub and updates the vector.
D of different hubs in subtree Ts as per the Formula (5), in order to create the new subtree Ts'. Here, the information proprietor is constantly desirable over supplant the fake leaf hubs produced by Del operation with recently embedded hubs, rather than straightforwardly embeddings new hubs. Next, the information proprietor scrambles the vectors put away in subtree Ts' with the key set SK as depicted in Section 4.4, to produce encoded subtree Is'. At long last, the archive fi is encoded to ci. • \{I',C'\} ← Update(I,C,updtype,Is',ci) In this calculation, cloud server replaces the relating subtree Is (the encoded type of Ts) with Is', to create another file tree I'. On the off chance that updtype is equivalent to Ins, cloud server embeds the encoded archive ci into C, acquiring another accumulation C'. On the off chance that updtype is equivalent to Del, cloud server erases the scrambled archive ci from C to get the new accumulation C'.

Like the plan in [31], our plan can likewise do the refresh operation without putting away the record tree on information proprietor side. We store the decoded list tree on the information proprietor side to tradeoff stockpiling cost for less correspondence troubles. In both of the Kamara et al.'s plan [31] and our outline, it needs to change an arrangement of hubs to refresh a leaf hub on the grounds that the vector information of an inside hub is processed from its kids. On the off chance that the information proprietor does not store the decoded subtree, the entire refresh prepare needs two rounds of correspondences between the cloud server and the information proprietor. In particular, the information proprietor ought to firstly download the included subtree in scrambled shape from the cloud server. Furthermore, the information proprietor unscrambles the subtree and updates it with the recently included or erased leaf hub.

Thirdly, the information proprietor re-scrambles the subtree and transfers the encoded subtree to the cloud server. At last, the cloud server replaces the old subtree with the refreshed one. Along these lines, to lessen the correspondence cost, we store a decoded tree on the information proprietor side. At that point, the information proprietor can refresh the subtree specifically with the recently included or erased leaf hub and scramble and transfer the refreshed subtree to the cloud server. For this situation, the refresh operation can be done with one round of correspondence between the cloud server and the information proprietor.

As a dynamic plan, it is not sensible to settle the length of vector as the measure of word reference on the grounds that the recently included report may contain the catchphrases out of the lexicon. In the proposed plot, we include some clear sections in the word reference and set relating passages in each record vector as 0. In the event that new catchphrases show up while embeddings archives, these clear passages are supplanted with new watchwords. At that point, the record vectors of recently included reports are produced based the refreshed word reference, while the other list vectors are not influenced and continue as before as some time recently.

After a few circumstances of record refreshing, the genuine IDF estimations of a few watchwords in the present accumulation may have clearly changed. In this way, as the merchant of the IDF information, the information proprietor needs to recalculate the IDF values for all watchwords and convey them to approved clients. In Table 1, there are three classes of catchphrases with various IDF esteem ranges. The littler IDF esteem implies the watchword seems all the more often. Table 1 demonstrates that in the wake of including or erasing 100 and 300 archives, the IDF values don't change a considerable measure. In this manner, the information proprietor is superfluous to refresh IDF values each time when he executes refresh operation on the dataset. The information proprietor can adaptably check the change of IDF values, and convey the new IDF values when these qualities have changed a considerable measure.

4.6) Parallel Execution of Search

Attributable to the tree-based list structure, the proposed look plan can be executed in parallel, which additionally enhances the pursuit productivity. For instance, we accept there are an arrangement of processors P = \{p1,...,pl\} accessible. Given an inquiry demand, a sit still processor pi is utilized to question the root r. In the event that the hunt could be proceeded on both the kids, and there is a sit still processor pj, the processor pj keeps on managing one of the kids while processor pj manages the other one. In the event that there is no sit without moving processor, the present processor is utilized to manage the kid with bigger importance score, and the other kid is put into a holding up line. Once there is a sit out of gear processor, it takes the most seasoned hub in the line to proceed with the pursuit. Take note of that every one of the processors have a similar outcome list RList.

Fig. 4. The precision (a) and rank privacy (b) of searches with different standard deviation $\sigma$. 
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TABLE 2: Precision test of [27]’s basic scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>86.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>82.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>71.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We execute the proposed conspire utilizing C++ dialect in Windows 7 operation framework and test its productivity on a genuine report gathering: the Request for Comments (RFC) [39]. The test incorporates 1) the inquiry accuracy on various protection level, and 2) the effectiveness of list development, trapdoor era, hunt, and refresh. The vast majority of the trial results are acquired with an Intel Core(TM) Duo Processor (2.93 GHz), aside from that the productivity of pursuit is tried on a server with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 Processors (2.0 GHz), which has 12 processor centers and backings 24 parallel strings.

5.1) Precision and Privacy

The hunt accuracy of plan is influenced by the fake catchphrases in EDMRS plot. Here, the "accuracy" is characterized as that in [26]: \( P_k = \frac{k}{k'} \), where \( k' \) is the quantity of genuine top-\( k \) reports in the recovered \( k \) archives. On the off chance that a littler standard deviation \( \sigma \) is set for the irregular Storage consumption of index tree.

In the EDMRS plot, ghost terms are added to the list vector to darken the significance score count, so that the cloud server can’t distinguish catchphrases by investigating the TF disseminations of extraordinary catchphrases. Here, we measure the obscurity of the significance score by "rank security", where \( ri \) is the rank number of archive in the recovered top-k reports, and \( ri' \) is its genuine rank number in the entire positioned comes about. The bigger rank protection signifies the higher security of the plan, which is represented in Fig. 4(b).

TABLE 3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of dictionary (MB)</th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>3000</th>
<th>4000</th>
<th>5000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BDMRS</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDMRS</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>388</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the proposed plot, information clients can achieve diverse necessities on inquiry accuracy and security by modifying the standard deviation \( \sigma \), which can be dealt with as an adjust parameter.

We contrast our plans and a current work proposed by Sun et al. [27], which accomplishes high hunt productivity. Take note of that our BDMRS conspire recovers the indexed lists through correct computation of record vector and question vector. Therefore, best \( k \) look accuracy of the BDMRS plan is 100%. However, as closeness based multi-catchphrase positioned look plot, the fundamental plan in [27] experiences accuracy misfortune because of the bunching of sub-vectors amid record development. The accuracy trial of [27]’s fundamental plan is displayed in Table 2. In each test, 5 watchwords are arbitrarily picked as information, and the exactness of returned main 100 outcomes is watched. The test is rehashed 16 times, and the normal accuracy is 91%.

5.2) Efficiency

5.2.1) Index Tree Construction

The procedure of record tree development for report gathering \( F \) incorporates two principle steps: 1) fabricating a decoded KBB tree in light of the archive accumulation \( F \), and 2) scrambling the file tree with part operation and two duplications of a \( (m \times m) \) network. The list structure is built after a post arrange traversal of the tree in light of the report gathering \( F \), and \( O(n) \) hubs are produced amid the traversal. For every hub, era of a record vector takes \( O(m) \) time, vector part prepare takes \( O(m) \) time, and two increases of a \( (m \times m) \) network takes \( O(m^2) \) time. All in all, the time intricacy for file tree development is \( O(nm^2) \). Clearly, the time cost for building list tree chiefly relies on upon the cardinality of report accumulation \( F \) and the quantity of watchwords in word reference \( W \).
5 demonstrates that the time cost of list tree development is practically straight with the span of record accumulation, and is relative to the quantity of catchphrases in the lexicon. Because of the measurement augmentation, the list tree development of EDMRS plan is marginally additional tedious than that of BDMRS plan. Despite the fact that the record tree development devours moderately much time at the information proprietor side, it is essential this is a one-time operation.

Then again, since the hidden adjusted parallel tree has space unpredictability O(n) and each hub stores two m-dimensional vectors, the space multifaceted nature of the file tree is O(mm). As recorded in Table 3, when the report accumulation is settled (n = 1000), the capacity utilization of the list tree is controlled by the extent of the lexicon.

5.2.2) Trapdoor Generation

The era of a trapdoor brings about a vector part operation and two augmentations of a (m × m) lattice, in this manner the time unpredictability is O(m2), as appeared in Fig. 6(a). Average hunt asks for ordinarily comprise of only a couple of watchwords. Fig. 6(b) demonstrates that the quantity of question watchwords has little impact on the overhead of trapdoor era when the word reference size is settled. Because of the measurement augmentation, the time cost of EDMRS plan is somewhat higher than that of BDMRS plan.

5.2.3) Search Efficiency

Amid the pursuit procedure, if the importance score at hub u is bigger than the base pertinence score in result list RList, the cloud server looks at the offspring of the hub; else it returns. In this manner, heaps of hubs are not gotten to amid a genuine hunt. We mean the quantity of leaf hubs that contain at least one catchphrases in the question as θ. By and large, θ is bigger than the quantity of required archives k, yet far not as much as the cardinality of the report accumulation n. As an adjusted twofold tree, the tallness of the file is kept up to be logn, and the multifaceted nature of significance score computation is O(m).

Accordingly, the time many-sided quality of inquiry is O(θmlogn). Take note of that the genuine inquiry time is not as much as θmlogn. It is on account of 1) many leaf hubs that contain the questioned watchwords are not gone to as per our hunt calculation, and 2) the getting to ways of some extraordinary leaf hubs share the common navigated parts. What's more, the parallel execution of inquiry process can expand the productivity a considerable measure.

We test the hunt productivity of the proposed conspire on a server which bolsters 24 parallel strings. The pursuit execution is tried separately by beginning 1, 4, 8 and 16 strings. We look at the inquiry proficiency of our plan with that of Sun et al. [27]. In the usage of Sun's code, we isolate 4000 catchphrases into 50 levels. Therefore, each level contains 80 catchphrases. As per [27], the larger amount the inquiry watchwords dwell, the higher the hunt proficiency is. In our trial, we pick ten watchwords from the first level (the largest amount, the ideal case) for hunt productivity correlation. Fig. 7 demonstrates that if the question watchwords are browsed the first level, our plan acquires practically an indistinguishable productivity from [27] when we begin 4 strings.

Fig. 7 additionally demonstrates that the inquiry proficiency of our plan expands a considerable measure when we increment the quantity of strings from 1 to 4. Be that as it may, when we keep on increasing the strings, the pursuit productivity is not expanded amazingly. Our inquiry calculation can be executed in parallel to enhance the pursuit effectiveness. Be that as it may, all the began strings will share one outcome list RList in fundamentally unrelated way. When we begin an excessive number of strings, the strings will invest a considerable measure of energy for holding up to peruse and compose the RList.

A natural technique to deal with this issue is to develop various outcome records. In any case, in our plan, it won't enhance the pursuit productivity a great deal. It is on account of that we have to discover k comes about for each outcome rundown and time multifaceted nature for recovering each outcome rundown is O(θmlogn/1). For this situation, the different strings won't spare much time, and choosing k comes about because of the various outcome rundown will additionally expand the time utilization. In the Fig. 8, we demonstrate the time utilization when we begin numerous strings with different outcome records. The experimental comes about demonstrate that our plan will acquire better hunt proficiency when we begin various strings with just a single outcome rundown.
5.2.4) Update Efficiency

With a specific end goal to refresh a leaf hub, the information proprietor needs to refresh logn hubs. Since it includes an encryption operation for record vector at every hub, which takes $O(m^2)$ time, the time unpredictability of refresh operation is in this way $O(m^2 \log n)$. We represent the time cost for the

Fig. 7. The efficiency of a search with ten keywords of interest as input: (a) for the different sizes of document collection with the same dictionary, $m = 4000$, and (b) for different numbers of retrieved documents with the same document collection and dictionary, $n = 1000$, and $m = 4000$.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a safe, productive and dynamic inquiry plan is proposed, which underpins the exact multi-watchword positioned seek as well as the dynamic erasure and inclusion of records. We develop an extraordinary watchword adjusted parallel tree as the list, and propose a "Ravenous Depth-first Search" calculation to acquire preferred proficiency over direct hunt. Moreover, the parallel pursuit process can be completed to additionally decrease the time cost. The security of the plan is ensured against two risk models by utilizing the safe kNN calculation. Test comes about exhibit the productivity of our proposed conspire.

There are as yet many test issues in symmetric SE plans. In the proposed conspire, the information proprietor is in charge of producing refreshing data and sending them to the cloud server. Therefore, the information proprietor needs to store the decoded file tree and the data that are important to recalculate the IDF values. Such a dynamic information proprietor may not be extremely appropriate for the distributed computing model. It could be a significant yet troublesome future work to plan an element searchable encryption conspire whose refreshing operation can be finished by cloud server just, in the interim holding the capacity to bolster multi-watchword positioned look. What's more, as the majority of works about searchable encryption, our plan predominantly considers the test from the cloud server. Really, there are many secure difficulties in a multi-client conspire. Firstly, every one of the clients for the
most part keep the same secure key for trapdoor era in a symmetric SE plot. For this situation, the renouncement of the client is huge test. On the off chance that it is expected to deny a client in this plan, we have to modify the list and circulate the new secure keys to all the approved clients. Furthermore, symmetric SE plots for the most part expect that every one of the information clients are reliable. It is not viable and an exploitative information client will prompt to many secure issues. For instance, an unscrupulous information client may seek the records and disperse the unscrambled reports to the unapproved ones. Significantly more, a deceptive information client may circulate his/her safe keys to the unapproved ones. Later on works, we will attempt to enhance the SE plan to deal with these test issues.
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